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Subjed: Study No. 34(L) - Uniforu Rules of Evidence (iNidence Code 
Recommendation - Form of Comments) 

The Commission has discussed fl'om time to time -I;he form and content 

of -the sectional CoIIIments to the :evidence Code. In t,le interest of providing 

a brief but comprehensive treatment of several addHional matters that 

should be included in the Comments, the staff plans -1;0 include sectional 

Cross References to pick up (1) sicnificant substantive sections that 

supplement the particular section, (2) definitions that aid in interpreting 

anel understanding the section, (3) the appropriate Uniform Rule, where 

applicable, and (4) similar sections, if any (for example, c~arable 

defini tiona and exceptions in Division 8 (Privileges). such as the 

definition of "holder of the privilece" and the exception for crime or 

Some cross references are appropriate for entire divisions to avoid 

unnecessary duplication in individual sections. For example, each 

divisional Cross Reference would include a reference to the appropriate 

pamphlet containing the reserach atudy relating to that division. For 

convenience of presenting these divisional Cross References in suitable 

fOrD. as well as presenting a bird's-eye view of the content of each 

division, we have added a short divisional Comment to each division. 

\le have reproduced in abbreviated form as Exhibit I (yellOW) a sample 

of the publication as it would appear in the form sucaested. Most of the 

work has been done to produce the entire publication in this farm, but we 

did not have time to prepare the cross references for the October meeting. 

The sample will give you an idea of -Ghe we:y in which lie plan to publish this 

ma-oerial if there is no serious CoJ:llllission objection. 

Respectfully sub~tted, 

Jon D. Smock 
Associate Counsel 
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EXlIIBrr I 

Comment. This division contains several sections that ref1.ect policy 

de-~erminations affecting the admisGibility of evidence. Generally speaking, 

the sections contained in this division lilnit or e:;clude for extrinsic policy 

reasons evidence that is otherl'lise competent and relevan-~. In some cases, 

however, sections are included in this division that cpecifically state rules 

of admissibility only. E.g., EVIDLIICE CODE § llOO. In these cases, the 

sections are included in tlrls division to forestall !Uly arcrument that Section 

351 does not in fact remove all judicially created restrictions on the forms 

of evidence that may be used to prove a fact in issue. 

Cross References 

Admissibility of relevant evidence Generally, see § 351 
Discretion of court to exclude evidence, see § 352 
Preliminary determinations on admissibility of evidence, see §§ 400-406 
Research study, see Tentative RecOLll1lendation and a S-~udy Relating to the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence (Article VI. I:::-i;rinsic Policies Affecti 
Admissibility, CAL. LA:! REV. COMM'N, ru;p., REC. & sroDIE 
700 (1964) 

§ 1100. Manner of proof of character 

1100. Except as othel'"llise provided by s-~atute, !Uly otherwise 
admissible evidence (includinG testimony in the form of an opinion, 
evidence of reputation, and evidence of specific instances of' such 
person's conduct) is admissible to prove a person's character or a 
trait of his character. 

Comment. Section 1100 provides that reputation evidence, qualified 

opinion testimony, and evidence of specific instances of conduct • • •• 

(Remainder ot Comment the same as on pages 900-902 of COIilIllission Camnents.l 

Cross References 

Adoissibility of evidence generally, see § 351 
Character evidence as affecting credibility of' witnesses, see §§ 786, 787, 790 
Character evidence to prove conduct, see § llOl 
Definitions: 

Conduct, see § 125 
Evidence, see § 140 
Statute, see § 230 

Limitations on admissibility of character evidence, see §§ 786-790, 1101 
Liwitations on means of proving character, see §§ 7G7, llOl 
Opinion Testimony, admissibility of, see §§ 800, 801 
Uniform Rules of Evidence, see Rule 46 
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